December 1, 2016
Dear Coaches and Managers,
As our fall season draws to a close, collecting scores from the games played on Dec 3, 10 and 17 is
critical to our ability to produce appropriately flighted divisions for the Winter/Spring 2017 season. We
are aware that there is incorrect information posted on the pcjsl website and/or knowledge of old
procedures simply being passed down from team to team that we need to get corrected. In the
meantime, here’s what you need to know:
SCORES SHOULD BE REPORTED BY BOTH TEAMS ASAP AFTER COMPLETION OF THE MATCH – the
process (explained below) is very simple and there are actually several ways to get it done.
ALL SCORES NEED TO BE REPORTED – some time in past years, scores that didn’t get reported within 7
days of the game were ultimately logged as 0-0 ties. This totally defeats the purpose of collecting
accurate data about teams for appropriate flighting, so we do NOT record 0-0 ties unless the teams
played and didn’t score any goals.
FORFEITS ARE RECORDED AS A 0-3 LOSS BY THE FORFEITING TEAM
Here’s how to report scores (this information is printed at the top of EVERY game sheet that you’ve ever
printed from GotSoccer):
Method 1 – Call 904-758-0875 (you can do this from the sideline while waiting to get your player passes
from the referee)
Method 2 – Log in to www.gotsport.com/m/scoring
With either method listed above, you’ll need
 an Event ID#,
 the Event PIN and
 your game number.
The game number is listed on your game sheet and it is also available on your game list on
GotSoccer. The Fall 2016 Event ID# is 48869 and the PIN is 2424. The Event ID# will change with each
new season, but the correct info for the current season is printed at the top of the game sheet with the
phone number and web address listed above.
This truly couldn’t be easier and the information is extremely important in order for the league to apply
promotion/relegation rules and set up divisions for the next season correctly. Please help us help you
and your teams by making this a priority following each game played.
Thanks,
Ezz Mohran – PCJSL VP of Competition
Maggie Barton – PCJSL Scheduling Coordinator

